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Introduction: Howardites, eucrites and diogenites
(HEDs) are part of a meteorite clan thought to originate from the asteroid Vesta [1], one of the very few
differentiated asteroids that remain intact from the early Solar System [2]. Eucrites are thought to have crystallized as lavas on Vesta’s surface or in shallow dikes
and plutons. Eucrites can be classified based on their
petrology as either basaltic or cumulate rocks, with
basaltic eucrites further subdivided by their geochemistry [3]. Non-cumulate (basaltic) eucrites include subgroups such as Nuevo Laredo-trend eucrites that
formed through fractional crystallization and the incompatible trace element-enriched Stannern-trend eucrites [3]. In some cases, regolith breccias consisting of
eucrite and diogenite fragments occur and are named
polymict eucrites. Howardites are polymict breccias
that contain eucritic and diogenetic material and are
believed to come from the surface of Vesta.
Hypervelocity collisions and impacts are important
solar system processes and their record is preserved as
shock metamorphic effects in many meteorites [4].
Moreover, impact cratering is a source of melt [e.g. 5].
These processes result in deformation effects in rocks
and minerals such as brecciation, formation of melt
pockets and/or veins, and high-pressure and hightemperature polymorphs [e.g. 6, 7]. Both eucrites and
howardites contain melt clasts that exhibit striking
textural appearances and compositional variability.
Previous studies of HEDs have targeted melt clasts
as a phase with which to determine potential resetting
timescales. For example, Kennedy et al. [8] studied the
chronology of minerals, matrix and melt rock of a
number of HED meteorites, revealing ages of two periods of significant impacts at 4.5 Ga and between 3.5
– 3.8 Ga. Additionally, Bogard [9] revealed a clustering of ages at 3.4 – 4.1 Ga. This suggested a similar
age range as observed for the Moon [e.g. 10, 11]. By
contrast, previous work by Cartwright et al. [12] focused on targeted chronological analyses of howardite
melt clasts, and revealed a significantly broader age
range from ~ 2.5 - 4.5 Ga. This suggested a different
impact history on Vesta compared to that of the Moon.
Given these findings, textural, compositional, and
chronological studies of melt clasts can provide information for the timing and condition of the impacts that
form them.
In this work, we examine the mineralogy of monomict eucrite Northwest Africa (NWA) 11548. This
eucrite was found in in 2006, with a mass of 402g. The

main mass is held by a private collector, while the
Cascadia Meteorite Laboratory (CML), Portland State
University holds a 25.8g slice and a polished thin section from the same slice. Though this meteorite has not
been previously studied in detail, its MetBull listing
describes an abundance of melt clasts present [13].
Here, we will describe the melt clasts that we have
located so far, and will target for further chronometric
studies, including Ar-Ar.
Sample Description & Methods: Two NWA
11548 samples, one fragment set in epoxy that has
been polished, and a thin section, were acquired from
CML. In hand-sample, the thin section shows some
variability in texture with several visible mineral
clasts, a large brown lithic clast, and a large black impact melt breccia clast part of which is shown in Figure
1. The epoxy embedded stub is gray in color, shows a
large (∼ 1.5 cm) lithic or melt clast, and a few weathering stains.
We performed standard microscopy observations of
the samples using the Zeiss Axio Imager within the
Cartwright Cosmochemistry Lab (CCL) at the University of Alabama (UA). Subsequently, we used the
field-emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) JEOL 7000, at the Alabama Analytical Research
Center (AARC) at UA, for general high-resolution
imaging purposes and to locate and examine the textures of melt clasts within the epoxy embedded sample.
The thin section shows a brecciated eucrite containing lithic and melt breccia clasts (e.g. Fig. 1) with the
most common minerals being pyroxene, plagioclase
and olivine. While melt clasts often appear dark
brown/grey/black in plane polarized light, they are not
always easily distinguishable using optical microscopy. To further assist our search for melt clasts we utilized SEM on the embedded fragment (Fig. 2). To
date, we have located 11 melt clasts within this sample
and 3 in the thin section. Their textures can provide
information regarding their formation conditions. For
example, recrystallized melt clasts could have been
subjected to high temperatures, while impact melt
clasts could represent materials that have been subjected to a combination of shock and heat.
Melt clasts in NWA 11548 occur as fine-grained
recrystallized materials in sizes ≤ 200 μm. However,
only a small number of melt clasts have been identified
so far. An impact melt breccia clast ( ∼1.5 cm) is of
particular interest as it exhibits recrystallized fine-sized
grains ( ≤ 10 μm) along with un-melted debris. Also,
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using SEM we located an impact melt clast ( ∼150 μm)
with several mineral grains enclosed within it.

Figure 1: Plane polarized light optical microscopy
image of NWA 11548. The yellow line shows the
boundary of an impact melt breccia clast.

Figure 2: SEM image of NWA 11548 showing a melt
clast (yellow line).
Future work: In future work, we will try to study
identical sections to derive relationships in observations on melt clasts between optical microscopy and
SEM. Also, we plan to include electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) measurements in our research to study
the chemistry of the various melt clasts and a possible
correlation with their textures. Moreover, we plan to
analyze selected melt clasts using the 40Ar/39Ar chronometer in order to study their resetting ages. Disturbances due to thermal and shock metamorphism processes can lead to total- or partial-loss of 40Ar, resetting
the decay clock, thus we will be able to better constrain
the impact history of Vesta.
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